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Photograph 198 Danbury Road. View southwest.

Interrelationship of Buildings and Surroundings
The house contributes to preserving some semblance of the original residential character of busy,
redeveloped Danbury Road. One of two Greek Revival houses.
Other Notable Features or Buildings on the Site
The gable-ended, three-bay dwelling is superbly detailed in the Grecian taste and ranks as one of
the best examples of the style in Wilton. The pedimented gable end has an articulated entablature,
which is continued on the secondary elevations, and the flush-sided tympanum is set with a sixover-six window surrounded by a frontispiece. The offset entrance features a superb Greek
Revival, pilastered frontispiece and sidelights with geometric pattern muntins as well as a smalllight transom. The full façade veranda appears to be a alter addition and it has simple, plain posts.
It wrapped to a flat-roofed, two-story ell on the south elevation, but the southern end of the
veranda has been enclosed to create a solarium. The house appears to be arranged on the typical,
four-room plan. It is very well preserved.
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Historical and Architectural Importance
The handsome, well-preserved, Greek Revival house was built before 1843. Henry Mead of
Ridgefield purchased the property of the deceased Zadok Raymond in 1843, and there is mention
of buildings standing on the parcel. Raymond, a large, early-19th century landowner, was acquiring
land in the vicinity as early as 1808, but stylistically the house dates to the 1830s or 1840s. Mead
sold the house to Sherman Morehouse in 1843 (8:344), and it remained in the Morehouse family
into the 1940s. The current owner purchased the property from Mabel Frost in 1952 (57:388).
Easily one of the best preserved, 19th century homes on Danbury Road, the house has benefited
from long-term ownership for most of its existence. The house to its immediate south may well
have originally resembled it.
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